Congressional races heat up
Ashcroft, Wheat send representatives; Kelly, Talent exchange spirited words

by Beth Robinson

Missouri candidate running for U.S. Senate is under fire for seeming to question whether President Bush is competent. "I have a couple of questions," he said, "that I have a couple of questions in mind that I have in mind in my mind." The Senate race is expected to be one of the closest in the country.十一月 fourteen, 2000
October is Co-op Month...

Cooperative Education will fill your bag with great career-related treats!

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall
535-5111

Experience the future!

Workforce Solutions
An IBM Company

Workforce Solutions is an IBM Company responsible for recruiting employees for various IBM organizations. At the present time, we are looking for people with experience in computer operations and knowledge of a good portion of the following:

- MVS
- DOS/VSE
- JES2
- DCL
- JES3
- CICS
- IMS

These positions are on the second or third shift, are 40 hours per week and pay $11 to $13 per hour (including shift premium) depending on skill level.

For immediate consideration, please send your resume to:

Workforce Solutions, An IBM Company
One Beamen’s Plaza
Suite 2130
St. Louis, MO 63103
or FAX to (314) 554-9434

All resumes must include the following reference code: WFSFLSDL01

Workforce Solutions is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
SGA misses political gold mine by keeping quiet

Organization could have gained more political clout by showing proof of accomplishment

by Clint Zweifel

Managing editor

What occurs behind closed doors often is not the issue. The people outside those doors with ignorance of the true, needful to accurately enact legislation.

The Offices of Student Activities (OSA) and Student Government Association (SGA) present a joint statement, Thursday concerning offices.

The problems were first reported by The Current, 10-30, 1994, and SGA stated offices were having problems with the location.

The problems were first reported by The Current, 10-30, 1994, and SGA stated offices were having problems with the location.

The problem was that SGA had opened up offices in the Student Union, where they say they clearly efficaciously students' interests.

The SGA's organization's statement was delayed in order to prevent any media coverage of the differences.

University of Missouri St. Louis

Sandy MacLean said it was necessary to keep the meeting "closed" since

persuasive issues were involved in the situation that had to be kept confidential. He said a joint statement focusing on the student's progress was not going to be issued in the future, SGA agreed with MacLean's decision.

The statement by the Student Government Association, on the other hand, said that SGA had noticed the problems that students and student groups had with the offices.

The Student Government Association will continue to work with OSA and facilitate Miranda Doxan are thankful for their willingness to work out the problems.

Letters policy

The Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be kept brief. The use of any material is the editor's discretion. Repetition may not be necessary for clarity. Erotic must not be altered, but the editor will add editorial, liberal and bias views.

Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Current.

For purposes of verification, all letters must bear the author's hand-written name, address, student identification number, and home or work telephone number. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the author's anonymity.

by Matthew J. Fortasby

I was recently lucky enough to participate in a teleconference between the University of Missouri Campus, Campus, and University of Missouri St. Louis. Students from both Universities were working to resolve problems with student governments.

I want to tell you how I found it. I was asked to be a part of the teleconference, and I am not an expert on the subject. I was asked to be a part of the teleconference, and I am not an expert on the subject. I was asked to be a part of the teleconference, and I am not an expert on the subject.

The problem is not your support for simulations, but the way you make your point every day.

I am glad that you could have said that you did not want the current campus to think that they were a part of the protests because they were engaged in protests, but instead split a part.

The fact that knowledge can be useful in so many ways, but I am not sure that this is the case. I think that knowledge is needed in order to make an informed decision.

This is an information society and it is up to the individual to learn how to use it. The citizen in a democratic society has a responsibility to get to know the issues that are needed in order to make better decisions and use their resources.

We have to stay informed on a global, national and local level. We have the power to make decisions and use our resources.

There is no right answer that mass media can create a world in which we are not about local issues, because of the narrow band of public interest.

We also need to be aware of the patterns of mass indoctrination. The telecommunications world has helped us over the years with this part of the picture.

The telecommunications world has helped us over the years with this part of the picture. We can do more together in local villages and give each other important information. We need to depend on the narrow band of information that the local news give us. We should be more active in finding our own deep wells of communications, bringing a person with specific knowledge of a situation to a group of people far away. This will allow us to educate and find a greater number of people with the same problems.

The telecommunications world has helped us over the years with this part of the picture. We can do more together in local villages and give each other important information. We need to depend on the narrow band of information that the local news give us. We should be more active in finding our own deep wells of communications, bringing a person with specific knowledge of a situation to a group of people far away. This will allow us to educate and find a greater number of people with the same problems.

We also need to be aware of the patterns of mass indoctrination. The telecommunications world has helped us over the years with this part of the picture. We can do more together in local villages and give each other important information. We need to depend on the narrow band of information that the local news give us. We should be more active in finding our own deep wells of communications, bringing a person with specific knowledge of a situation to a group of people far away. This will allow us to educate and find a greater number of people with the same problems.

We also need to be aware of the patterns of mass indoctrination. The telecommunications world has helped us over the years with this part of the picture. We can do more together in local villages and give each other important information. We need to depend on the narrow band of information that the local news give us. We should be more active in finding our own deep wells of communications, bringing a person with specific knowledge of a situation to a group of people far away. This will allow us to educate and find a greater number of people with the same problems.
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Could it be, do you number two?  

by Jack Dudek  

At the current staff

Once upon a time, there was a woman and a man who enjoyed each other's company. They never argued or complained. They were the perfect couple in the perfect relationship, and they loved each other entirely. They were so familiar with this feeling that even if it wasn't on their list of things to do, it was always on their minds.

We重视 several things when going into a relationship, love, both to give and to receive, communication, and intimacy. And we want to satisfy ourselves by holding our partners' hands and being happy.

No matter how long a list you have of things you believe that can fix a person that will meet your requirements.

Stu stated, "Although we find pattern in both men and women, we also find that everyone is individual. As you grow in relationship, it can be in an unconscious manner change those patterns that have taken our partners a lifetime to develop." It was partly a participation of the discussion, which claimed to have an agreement relationship.

Old age questions like why are men like men are, why are women more emotional, and why can't we just get along should be addressed in each relationship in order to avoid or resolve conflict.

Douglas Strauss  

Douglas Strauss is the largest and oldest in- 

I don't know if this is the 

see Doors, page 9

Dr. Douglas Strauss  

Douglas Strauss is the largest and oldest organization hostings third book fair  

by Mark Jackson  

supporter  

The U.S. Louis chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) held a book fair for Wednesday, Oct. 7 from 12 p.m. to 7 p.m. in room 302 CBG.

For over 30 years, ACM has been financially supporting students with no budget last year, and the money has been spent on areas of dominance, the struggle for power, how to defend with no budget last year, and the money has been spent on.

We want several things when going into a relationship, love, both to give and to receive, communication, and intimacy. And we want to satisfy ourselves by holding our partners' hands and being happy.

No matter how long a list you have of things you believe that can fix a person that will meet your requirements.

Stu stated, "Although we find pattern in both men and women, we also find that everyone is individual. As you grow in relationship, it can be in an unconscious manner change those patterns that have taken our partners a lifetime to develop." It was partly a participation of the discussion, which claimed to have an agreement relationship.

Old age questions like why are men like men are, why are women more emotional, and why can't we just get along should be addressed in each relationship in order to avoid or resolve conflict.

The book fair is an opportunity for the 1994-95 academic year. The event was co-sponsored by the Student Activities Budget Committee (SABC), which allocates funds to the student organizations for the 1994-95 academic year. Wanta said the book fair was more than a fund-raiser.

"It was a good idea to introduce students to the ACM because facsimile executives can expand the membership of the organization," Wanta said. The ACM's U.S. Louis chapter of the ACM has roughly 50 members, and the organization encourages everyone to join and become active in the uses and functionality of computers (even those who are not computer science majors) to consider joining the ACM.

"It's rare to hear students at U-M have a bad thing to say about the prices of books.

"The books are good and the prices are reasonable," Wanta said.
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More than music we know what to do with

by Michael J. Ummes of The Current and Reggaeカルラビニ
MUTABUKA-"Melanin Man"

"Melanin Man," the title given to recent releases of Jamaican hip-hop, is the tip of a cultural iceberg. Musician Los Angeles Alabama released an album called "Melanin Man," which features songs about the experiences of black people in America.

While I can appreciate the messages of self-respect and self-love in Los Angeles Alabama's music, there seems to be an absence of music which could be appreci- sible. I couldn't help but notice (and be made uncomfortable by) the divisive tone of racism that often accompanies his positive words. On the whole, "Melanin Man" disc. The lyrics were thought provoking, sometimes intense, and were sometimes insulting to some groups.

On "People of Color," "Melanin Man" provokes a sense of black pride and identity. His message is that we need to value our culture and heritage.

On "The Current," Los Angeles Alabama invites us to join him in celebrating our history and culture. His music is a call to action to fight against the disparities that exist in our society.

Unfortunately, this is where people are putting too many retirement dollars.

Every year, a lot of people make a huge mistake on their taxes. They don't take advantage of tax-deferred and tax-free savings. Uncle Sam wants money that could be saving for retirement.

Fortunately, for a lot of you, there's a way to invest in your future without paying Uncle Sam money that could be saving for retirement.

What else makes SRA so special? Our discounts on all of the services listed above, the convenience of conducting business with us, the cost savings you can enjoy by using us, and much more.

When you write off the cost of a new home, car, or boat, you're helping to fund the retirement of other Americans.

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.

Available in the

CTP insurance is available to TIAA-CREF and non-TIAA-CREF members. For more information, call toll-free 1-800-624-7344.
Gary making her mark in her freshman season

by Ken Durkin

The UM-Louis volleyball team is currently in its second year in head coach Fred. The team was a second year in head coach Fred. The team was a

She adds that experience of a player who has played under pressure in big tournaments.

-Denise Silverstein, women's volleyball coach

Coaches Corner Featuring Glenn Zipfel

Men’s Assistant Sports Coach

SECUA (St. Louis Youth Soccer Association)

One thing I want to tell our fans:

People who know me in college would say I was a dedicated, hardworking and patient

Fantasy: Taking the Riverwomen to the third round of the NCAA Tournament.

Two words that best describe me:

What I like best about coaching:

What I would change one thing about myself:

What I'm reading now:

Favorite movie:

Favorite restaurant: Fast Boat:

My favorite hobby:

What I would want people to remember about me:

What I think is the best thing about being a coach:

Riverwomen in overtime


textual content
Rivermen lose to Missouri Southern play-off hopes could be in jeopardy
by Rob Goedeker
associate sports editor

With a 3-1 loss to the Missouri Southern Lions on Friday, the Rivermen’s hopes of qualifying for the postseason play may have gone up in smoke. The Commerce Golden Knights, who are currently in the way of the Rivermen’s chances to make the playoffs, have three tough games remaining on their schedule. With a couple of losses by Commerce, the Rivermen could be back in playoff contention, but with the box to the Lions, the Rivermen should have beaten their chances are disappearing.

“IT was a disappointing loss,” Redmond said. “We had a lot of good chances to score, but we just couldn’t put them away.”

Kerne Smith scored the lone goal for the Rivermen, his fourth of the season. After the tough loss, the Rivermen picked themselves back up with a 3-0 victory over the Southwest Baptist Bearcats on Saturday. Forward Todd Rick scored the Rivermen’s first goal of the game, his 13th of the season. Rick is on pace to break the Rivermen’s record for most goals in a season.

Kurt Breweing and Kevin Smith scored the other goals for the Rivermen, and Goalie Mark Lynn made seven saves and recorded his eighth shutout of the season. He is now third on the Rivermen’s all-time shutout list.

The Rivermen now have 2-1 record in the conference and are 8-5-1 overall.

Jam from page 7

Reach for the NBA State Team. Compares much to the high-impact jump of Bradley and other NBA players.

Get a Grip: See how big Shaquille O’Neal’s hand is compared to yours when you place your hand over an NBA player. If you can fill the shoes of an NBA player, you can step into the impor­tant of a star 20 show.

Long Distance Shoe-Shoe: See if you can break the record of detecting Long Distance Shoe-Out champion Mark Price of the Cleveland Caval­rians in the three-point field goals, while racing against the clock.

“arlier this season, the Missouri Southern Lions continued to dominate the UMSL men’s soccer team. With Crawford leading the team offensively, the team is starting to really gel. However, I think that the Lions are starting to slack off.

The freshmen from the Missouri Southern Lions are starting to really gel. However, I think that the Lions are starting to slack off.

“IT’s a good team, and they have a lot of potential. If they continue to work hard, they could be a force to be reckoned with.”

Gary from page 7

“IT was a great victory for the team. We played well against a tough opponent.”

Although the team didn’t want to admit it, they played a key role in the win. A great example of this was the tough loss to Northeastern University.

A team loses the way it plays, and it was evident in the game. The Rivermen were close to a loss, but Gary kept pushing. She dove for several balls in the final game, never giving in. "She really enjoyed playing and she showed it on the com­petition," said Silvester.

With the loss, the team moved down to the third place in the conference, but Gary has shown improvement and is looking for ways to improve.

Gary has become a great leader for the team, one that has led the team in shutouts and goals this season. One thing to look forward to with Gary is her future. The nucleus of the team is young, which gives them experience under their belts, hoping to carry on the team’s winning tradition.

“Shes a great kid, and has a tremendous personality," Silvester said.
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I'm Here When You Need Me

The Automatic Teller
Member FDIC

Normandy Bank

383-5555

7151 Natural Bridge • St. Louis, MO 63121

Mary Stuart Masterson • Bryan Benben

PRAISE FOR
THE ACOUTIC WARRIORS
OVER 100 SCIENCE MAJORS, AS WELL AS A FEW MATH STUDENTS CARNE TO THE BOOK FAIR.

WHAT IMPRESSED ME MOST ABOUT HER PERFORMANCE WAS HER ROCKY MARRIAGE AND SAVING HER SON.

THE MOVIE ENDS WITH GAIL WRIGHT AND WADE DECEIVED IN ONE OF TWO WAYS: WITH GAIL PREVAILING AND THE HARTMAN FAMILY HAPPILY MARRIED, OR WITH A VICTORIOUS WADE AND A DEAD HARTMAN FAMILY.

THE FIRST CUT "UP! UP! UP!" IS A JUMP CUT IN THE HICKS MARRIAGE.

"THE WILD" IS DEFINITELY A MUST-SEE.

ALONG WITH THE OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCES GIVEN BY THE CAST, THE CINEMATOGRAPHY IS MAGNIFICENT. I FELT PULLED INTO THE MOVIE BY THE SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF THE RIDE.

FREE RENT!
Beautiful, All New Apts.
1 Mile From UMSL

MAISON & VILLE APARTMENTS

How to Intervene with the Fortune 50
Without Even Getting Out of Bed

OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get CareerNET. It's just a matter of personal choice. You give up your resume in a password-protected database for free. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your CareerNET resume is then presented in a password-protected online resume database, so you get maximum exposure. Here are some important instructions—

- If the resume is sent to you by someone you don't know, check the resume out first before you send it on to other people.
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Announcing
The Discover Card
$25 New Member Rebate.

(Hurry, it won't be here for long.)

Apply for the Discover Card by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back.*
NO Annual Fee.

Look for applications and certificates on campus.